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 Abstract - A Physics textbook is composed of numerous 

physics terminologies which are organized to form new concepts of 

physics. For the purpose of understanding the global organization of 

the science-knowledge system in science textbooks, we analyzed the 

binary network of science textbooks, where the pair appearance of 

two science terminologies is taken as the link between two nodes. By 

analyzing the characteristics of binary network of the textbook, we 

can be understood the structure characteristics of physics knowledge 

in the textbook. We found that a physics knowledge network 

possesses the characteristics of complex network: 1) short mean 

distance between terminologies; 2) power law degree distribution; 3) 

hierarchical modular structure.  

 Index Terms - physics textbook, physics terminology, physics 

knowledge network, power law 

1.  Introduction 

Since the invention of written language and printing, as the 

recording and transmitting carrier of information, books have 

been playing important role in all fields. With the rapid 

development of computer science and network technology, 

with various forms and more systematic construction mode, 

books have become to the learning media which are easier to 

be understood by readers. 

After the long time accumulation of experience of human, 

the writing mode has been fixed gradually. To describe the 

specific contents of a book, the author selects the words 

purposefully and intentionally, and furthermore, arranges them 

systematically to promote the knowledge from simple level to 

higher level. The words used in book are selected by author, 

but, to be easy to understood, this selection is limited by the 

contents and restricted by the words frequently used by 

forefathers or the words allowed. The technical terms of 

certain trade or profession are called terminologies which are 

the arrangements to express the same knowledge. Describing a 

phenomenon is hard to be achieved with a single term, but 

needs several relevant terms and must use some special terms 

at high frequency. The closest terms are appeared in the same 

sentence to express the simple phenomenon, and furthermore, 

sentences compose a paragraph, paragraphs compose a section, 

sections compose a unit, and finally, units compose a book 

forming the largest unit of knowledge. From this point of view, 

the terminologies used in a book are related together and they 

jointly create the new knowledge. It can be said that the 

knowledge is composed of the terminologies needed and the 

relation between these terminologies. Hence, the connection 

graph, which is also known as network, can be established for 

physics terminologies based on the theory of complex network. 

Commonly, the network is constructed by linking the relevant 

elements, and the more the elements exist, the more complex 

the network is. To explain the complexity of natural or social 

phenomena, many researches were carried out recently [1-5], 

and the development of computer science and network 

technology makes the research of complexity be possible in 

the fields of social network, biological network, Internet etc. 

In this paper, it is focused that the knowledge in a book is 

composed of the relations between physical terminology, and 

the network of physics knowledge was established for three 

textbooks of general physics, and furthermore, the 

characteristics of the network were analyzed. In our work, a 

node of knowledge network is a physical terminology, and the 

links of the network describes the relations between physical 

terminology. 

2.  Research Materials and Methods 

The research subjects of this paper are three textbooks of 

general physics written by Knight[6], Griffith[7] and Hewitt[8] 

respectively, and the definitions of physical terminology are 

determined according to Oxford Dictionary of Physics[9]. 

When extracting physical terminology, the singular and plural 

forms of a terminology are regarded as the same term, and 

multi-word terms are extracted as compounds. For example, 

the term of magnetic force is only extracted as compound term 

instead of extracting force as another term. For polysemantic 

terms, such as second, the semantic parts of non-physics are 

cancelled according to artificial verifying after extracting. 

The appearance number of a term in whole book is known 

as frequency of the term denoted as f. The basic data of the 

physical terminology used in above three textbooks are listed 

in Tab.1. The system sizes of these three textbooks are 

different, which is conducive to discover the system-size-free 

intrinsic characteristics of the physics knowledge. 

TABLE 1 Basic Statistic Data of Three Textbooks 

Author Title 
Number 

of 
sentences 

Number of 
physical 

terminology 

Accumulated 
number of 
physical 

terminology 

Randall D. 

Knight 
Physics 31488 815 34743 

W. Thomas 

Griffith 

The Physics of 

Everyday Phenomena 
19213 685 22286 

Paul G. 

Hewitt 
Conceptual Physics 13115 611 15421 
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The physics knowledge of a physics textbook is consist 

of sentences constructed by the most basic physical 

terminology, and several sentences compose paragraphs, 

sections, and so on, to illustrate natural phenomena. Therefore, 

it can be considered that there exit relations among the terms 

appeared in the same paragraph, and the relations among the 

terms in a sentence are closer. Based on this point of view, the 

knowledge network can be established according to following 

assumptions: 

①A physical terminology appeared in textbook is 

represented as a node of network.  

②If two physical terminology are appeared in the same 

sentence, then these two terms are regarded as linked term 

without weight. 

③A knowledge network is an undirected graph.  

The knowledge network established according this way is 

an unweighted and undirected binary network. 

3.   Results of Research 

A.  Statistical Characteristics of physical terminology 

According to different emphases of textbooks, there exist 

different physical terminology in various textbooks. But it was 

found in research work that the term appeared at maximum 

frequency in the three textbooks simultaneously is force, and 

moreover, the terms such as energy, light, time, mass, charge, 

motion, speed, wave, current, atom have relatively high 

frequency in the three textbooks. It shows that these physical 

terminology play relatively important roles in physics 

knowledge system. 

Frequency distribution of physical terminology is shown 

in Fig. 1 to understand the frequency distribution of physical 

terminology in the textbooks. It may be seen that small number 

of terms are with high frequency, and the frequencies of most 

of terms are between 1~10 although there exist a few terms 

which frequencies are over 1000. The distribution follows the 

typical power law of P(f)~f 
–α

, and the exponents α of three 

textbook are all about 1.0, which shows that these textbooks 

possess similar properties in frequency distribution of physical 

terminology. 

 

Fig. 1  Distribution of term frequency f for textbooks by Knight, Griffith and 

Hewitt (log-log plot) 

B.  Characteristics of Physics Knowledge Network 

Fig.2 is drawn using Pajek[10] to show the binary 

network established for the textbook by Knight. Because of 

large number of physical terminology, the characteristics of 

network will not be showed clearly if whole terms are 

displayed in a figure simultaneously. Therefore, in Fig.2, only 

132 terms which are appeared in the same sentence 

simultaneously and hold frequency values greater than or equal 

to 15 are drawn. It can be seen from Fig.2 that there exist the 

physical terminology with high frequency and large degree, 

and there exist more link edges among the nodes having the 

same color which forms modular structure. With each part of 

textbook as a unit, several modules are composed in the 

network, and the terms with relatively high frequency act as 

hub of module, which shows that the terms with high 

frequency play an important role in forming the network of 

physics knowledge. The terms as the hub of each part are force, 

charge, current, energy, particle, atom, light, wave, etc. 

respectively, and these terms can be regarded as the central 

terms representing each part. Therefore, the knowledge 

structure behind the textbook may be revealed with the form of 

knowledge network. 

The statistic data representing the characteristics of 

binary network for physics knowledge are listed in Tab.2. 

The node numbers of binary networks, denoted by N, for 

three textbooks are 772, 654 and 562 respectively, and 

because of largest size of system the textbook by Knight has 

the largest number of nodes compared with other two 

textbooks.  

Mean degrees, denoted by <k>, of three textbooks are 

20.1, 17.6 and 15.9 respectively, which are relatively large 

values and show that there exist more link edges among nodes 

of these binary networks, and indicate that many 

corresponding physical terminology participate in illustrating a 

physics concept. Analyzing the property of degree distribution 

is a typical analysis method of network structure 

characteristics. The degree distribution functions of binary 

network for the three textbooks are drawn in Fig.3, which 

shows that degree for the textbooks are also follow the power 

law of P(k)~k 
–β

, and the exponents β of three textbook fall 

into the range of 0.8~1.1, i.e. conform to the  power law 

degree distribution. This indicates that binary networks for the 

three textbooks possess the property of scale free network.  

The distance between two nodes of network is defined as 

the number of link edge in the shortest path connecting these 

two nodes, then it can be seen from Tab.2 that mean distances, 

denoted by <D>, between nodes for the three textbooks fall 

into the range 2.7-2.9, i.e. less than 3.0. 

TABLE 2 Statistic Data of Binary Networks for Three Textbooks 

Author N <D> <k> <C> 

Randall D. Knight 772 2.8 20.1 0.3 

W. Thomas Griffith 654 2.7 17.6 0.2 

Paul G. Hewitt 562 2.9 15.9 0.3 
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Fig.2 Binary network for the textbook by Knight. For clarity of network structure, only 132 terms appeared in the same sentence simultaneously and with 

frequency values greater than or equal to 15 are drawn. The size of node is proportional to the term frequency f, and the color represents the part the term belongs 

to. A term is belongs to the part in which the term has maximum frequency over all parts. 

In graph theory, a clustering coefficient is a measure of 

the degree to which nodes in a graph tend to cluster 

together[11]. Evidence suggests that in most real-world 

networks, and in particular social networks, nodes tend to 

create tightly knit groups characterized by a relatively high 

density of ties; this likelihood tends to be greater than the 

average probability of a tie randomly established between two 

nodes [12-13]. Two versions of this measure exist: the global 

and the local. The global version was designed to give an 

overall indication of the clustering in the network, whereas the 

local gives an indication of the embeddedness of single 

nodes[11]. The  average of the local clustering coefficients 

<C> of all the vertices n. Metabolic network(<C>=0.7)[2] and 

film actors network(<C>=0.79)[14], etc. have larger values of 

clustering coefficient which means that the nodes are compact 

in these networks. The values of <C> are in the range of 

0.2~0.3 which indicates that the binary networks for the three 

textbooks also have certain degree of aggregation. The fact 

that mean distance <D> is less than 3.0 and clustering 

coefficient <C> is in 0.2~0.3 indicates that the binary networks 

for the three textbooks possess the properties of small world 

network. 

The Clustering coefficient distribution diagram (see Fig.4) 

shows that there exist the power laws between clustering 

coefficient C(k) and degree k, i.e. C(k)~k
-γ
, and γ is in the 

range of 0.4~0.5. This value is less than the value of metabolic 

network (γ≈1) but it is enough to illustrate that the binary 

networks for the three textbooks have hierarchical modular 

structure, i.e. several linking physical terminology compose 

small size concept modules and these modules compose the 

larger size concept modules, and with this hierarchical 

modular structure, the whole physics knowledge network can 

be constructed. 

 

Fig. 3  Degree distribution diagram of knowledge networks for three 

textbooks (in dual log coordinate) 
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Fig. 4  Clustering coefficient distribution diagram of knowledge networks for 

three textbooks (in dual log coordinate) 

4.   Conclusions 

Based on the physical terminology defined by Oxford 

Dictionary of Physics, three English edition textbooks of 

general physics were analyzed in the work. It was found that 

the frequency distribution of physical terminology follows the 

power law, P(f)~f
 -α

, where α≈1.0, which shows that there exist 

few repeatedly used terms such as force and energy, but most 

terms have low frequency. It is consistent with the result of 

analyzing for common life terms [15]. In the binary networks 

established for the three textbooks, the degree distribution 

follows P(k)~k
-β

, where 0.8<β<1.0, which indicates that the 

binary networks of textbooks have the property of scale free 

network, and possess the characteristics of growing network. 

Mean distances of the binary networks for the three textbooks 

are less than 3.0 and clustering coefficient is in the range of 

0.2~0.3, which indicates that the networks possess the 

properties of small world network. In addition, the distribution 

of clustering coefficient follows the power law, C(k)~k
-γ
, 

where 0.4<γ<0.5, which shows the characteristics of 

hierarchical modular structure. This shows that there exist 

close relation between physics knowledge and physical 

terminology, and furthermore, there exist relations among 

these physics knowledge. 

Our work provided the method of establishing basic 

statistic dada by collecting the physical terminology appeared 

in the textbooks, and the basic relations among physical 

terminology are found by constructing the knowledge 

networks. The proposed method of data collecting and 

analyzing may be widely used in other learning fields with its 

referential significance. 
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